RULES & POLICIES
Second Cycle prohibits the listing of a wide variety of items that might be deemed harmful, offensive, or
illegal. Second Cycle is designed for nonhazardous and hazardous materials. Even if you offer to give
away for "free" (rather than sell) a prohibited item, this will not relieve you of liability or absolve your
from the responsibility of complying with the User Agreement. This applies to both user and buyer.
Prohibited Listings
The listing of prohibited items offered below is a sample only and not intended to be exhaustive.
Radioactive material
Biomedical waste
Explosive
Waste containing Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Lister Responsibilities
Please respond to all inquiries, even if only to say that you are not interested. Second Cycle will only
work if listers are responsive. If complaints are received that you are not returning phone calls and the
problem is not resolved in a timely manner, your listing(s) will be removed. If the number in your listing
is on an answer phone or voice mail system, please be sure your full name, and/or business name, as
stated in your listing, is mentioned on your outgoing message. Otherwise, respondents have no way of
knowing if they have reached the right party. Listers should remove their Second Cycle listing if no longer
valid and report all successful exchanges.
Complaints and Compliments
We appreciate any constructive feedback that you would like to offer, be it a compliment or a complaint.
Every one of your good ideas is implemented, as long as it is possible to do and benefits SecondCycle
overall. Your feedback is our only way of knowing what does and does not work in the real world of
Second Cycle. Please do not hesitate to tell Second Cycle what you think and how we can serve you
better!
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